
To find a SpillTech® Economy Bunding distributor near you, contact:
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Tel: 0800 323 223 or +64 09 263 3142 | Web: www.daltoninternational.co.nz | Email: enquiries@dilnz.co.nz

ECONOMY BUNDING

 � Once the adhesive has become tacky carefully position the SpillTech® 

Economy Bunding in place. 
 � Make bond by pressing components firmly together taking care to  

expel any air bubbles.
 � Allow to cure for 24 hours.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
SpillTech® Economy Bunding enables you to build your own bunded area, quickly and cost effectively, 
to stop spills going down the drain and helping you comply with the HSNO Act. SpillTech® Economy  
Bunding is perfect for installing across warehouse and factory doorways or creating a customised  
bunded area to store liquids.

Constructed from heavy duty EVA foam, SpillTech® Economy Bunding will compress slightly when  
driven over then pop back into shape. The trapezoid profile makes it easy for pallet jacks and trolleys to 
pass over the bunding without disturbing the load.

 � Make sure the surface you wish to adhere the SpillTech® Economy 
Bunding to is clean and dry before using the adhesive.

 � SpillTech® Economy Bunding comes in 2 meter lengths. Before  
applying the adhesive cut the bunding to the desired length ensuring 
a tight fit from wall to wall so there are no gaps for liquids to pass 
through. 

 � SpillTech® Economy Bunding can be mitred to create corners if  
desired.

 � We recommend you use ADOS F22 to adhere SpillTech® Economy 
Bunding to concrete or vinyl flooring. 

 � Make sure to follow the instructions carefully.
 � Use the brush provided (in the lid) to apply adhesive to both  

surfaces and allow the surfaces to become tacky before fastening  
(5-15 minutes).

 � The adhesive can also be used to adhere each 2 meter length of  
SpillTech® Economy Bunding together if desired.


